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In the Matter of PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
(Diablo Can - ar Power Plant, Units Nos. 1 and 2)
Docket. Nos, 50-275 0 ., 5'0-323 O.L.

Dear Members of the Board:

By this letter, intervenors request an extension of time
from September 14, 1976 to September 24, 1976 in which to respond
to the NRC Staff's Motion for Summary Disposition as to Contentions
1 and 4 ~ We ground this motion on the need for time to consu't
with recently retained experts regarding the'technical content of
our responses.

Last Friday we received in our offices the NRC Staff 's
Motion for Summary Disposition of all contentions scheduled for
environmental hearings in October. The motion was supported byaffidavits from five technical experts hired by the Commission Staff
for these proceedings.

T

We'lan to file a response to Contention 2A., nuclear fuel
shortages, on September 14 The Board has removed Contentions 2B.
and 2C. from the schedule for the October environmental hearings.
Therefore, we will not respond to the Staff's motion regarding those
contentions. (Intervenors have asked the Board to reinstate Con-
tention 2B. as to non-seismic matters. If the Board does so,
intervenors will be prepared to promptly reply to the Staff 's
mot,ion at that time.)
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However, intervenors must consult with two recently
retained experts before they can reply in a scientifically mean-'ingful manner to the Staff's motion for'Contentions 1 and 4.
Contention 1 relates to adverse impacts from thermal pollution
and Contention 4 relates to adverse, environmental impacts from lowlevel radiation releases that operation of the Diablo Canyon nuclearplant might cause. These contentions also involve many complexbiological and other scientific problems that intervenors'ounsel,
unaided by expert consultants, are unable to analyze.

As you know, we only recently entered these proceedingsin behalf of several intervenors. Before the intervenors retained
us< they had proceeded with few resources and without assistanceof counsel, or technical experts., As a result, they had assembledlittle scientific evidence relevant to thermal and radiologicalpollution issues encompassed by contentions 1 and 4. Therefore,it.is hardly surprising that, as of last month, intervenors had
no expert, affidavits, independent studies or other evidence to
provide a factual basis for their contentions.

When we accepted the Diablo Canyon case, we began to seek
technical consultants in many scientific fields relevant to both
the safety and environmental content'ions in these proceedings.
Last week we retained a technical consultant and researcher with
expertise in biological issu'es, including thermal and radiationpollution, a Ph.D. in biology, Dr. Leslie Grimm. Dr. Grimm began
work for us last'Friday. in the offices of our technical consultantsfor nuclear plant engineering and related issues, Messrs. Dale
Bridenbaugh', Richard Hubbard and Gregory Minor. She will have
access to the library facilities of Stanford University.

Zn addition, Dr. Roland Finston, Chairman of the Health
Physics Department of Stanford University, a widely respected expert
on the health effects of radiation, has returned to Stanford for
the fall term and will be available for some consultation with us
on radiological issues beginning next week. While Dr. Finston's
time may be somewhat limited this month, he will have time at leastto review the Staff's mot;ion and advise us, based on his considerable
expertise and knowledge of the relevant literature, what factual
bases exists for disputing the Staff's position on Contention 4.

We would lj.ke'o have the benefit of Dr. Grimm'.and
Dr., Finston's opinions regarding the applicant's motion on summary
disposition in order to base our response on reliable scientific
opinion. Before our 'experts can give us informed scientific opinions,
they must review the voluminous information relevant to thermal
pollution in'the Fin'al Environmental Statement and the Environmental
Report, examine relevant literature in the Stanford libraries, and
consult collegues with expertise in marine biology, nuclear medicine,

~ and other relevant technical fields. A ten day extension of time is
a reasonable period, at a minimum,,to allow Drs. Grimm and Finston .

to accomplish such review and consultation.
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Prior decisions of the Atomic Licensing and Appeals Board
demonstrate that'ood cause exists for granting an extension of
time when such an extensio'n is needed to accomplish evalutation and
review of complex technical data. (e.g., In the Matter of Consolidated
Edison Co. (Indian Point Station, Unit 2) ALAS 7, RAI —,pp. 55-6
1 January 29, 1974) and In the Matter of Trustees of Columbia Uni-
versity, ALAB, AEC 4, p. 640 (Hay 19, 1971).) Clearly, here, where
intervenors recently retained experts qualified to review technical
data relating to thermal and radiological pollution, they ought to
be given a reasonable period of time to review data.

I

Furthermore, an extension of time to allow recently
retained technical consultants to evaluate data is especially.appro-
priate for intervenors'esponse to the Staff's motion for summary
disposition because the Staff motion relieq heavily on

intervenors'esponsesto interrogatories which were written before intervenors
had retained any technical consultants. Now that~ntervenors do
have expert consultants, they should be given a reasonable time to
evaluate the Staff's position to determine what factual bases exist
for, contesting it.

In sum, based on the above-cited precedent'and the needof intervenors'ecently available technical consultants for a
reasonable time to review relevant information before

intervenors'ounsel

can respond to the Staff's motion in a scientifically
meaningful fashion> we respectfully request that the Board grant
an extension of time until September 24, 1976 for intervenors',
response to applicant's motion for summary disposition of environ-
mental Contentions 1 and 4 ~

H

Sincerely,

James Geocaris
Attorney for Several Intervenors
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Mr. Dow Davis
Office of the Executive Legal Director
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

In the Matter of PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANX
(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units Nos. 1 and 2)
Docket Nos. 50-275 O.L., 50-323 O.L.

Dear Mr. Davis:

As you recall, we sent you in mid-August intervenor
Scenic,Shoreline's responses to your interrogatories propounded
June 21, 1976. The mid-August date was shortly after we entered
this case and before we had an opportunity to contact technical
experts on any of the environmental contentions. As a result,
our responses consisted of either barebones factual assertions or
explanations that, we had not yet determined all possible bases
for our positions at that time.

The puipose of this letter is to supplement one of our
responses to those interrogatories, the response to Interrogatory

~ No. 11 concerning fuel shortages. Essentially, we refer you to
our Answer to your Notion for Summary Disposition of environmental
contention 2B and hereby adopt relevant information in that answer
as our supplemental response to this interrogatory.

To focus your attention more specifically on the parts
of our answer relevant .to your interrogatory, we provide the
following explanation:

As to Interrogatory 11A, the basis for our contention
that the Diablo Canyon Plant will experience. fuel shortages is
shoQn by oui disagreement with your expert Hinkle over fuel duty,
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fuel resources and the liklihood that applicant's 1990 purchase
commitments will insure fuel supply for. the plant from 1990 to
2007 ~

As to Interrogatory 11B, the evidence in our possession
consists of the articles cited in point I,. of our answer as we11
as the Hinkle affidavit itself.

As to potential witnesses, the two experts mentioned inour answer, Messrs. Harding and Liebermann, may be able to testify
. for us regarding the nuclear fuel shortage issue. However, bothtechnical experts may have some difficulty preparing responsiblescientific testimony by early October.

.As to contention 4D, we may offer the articles cited in
our answer into evidence at the hearing. However, our technical
experts have also prepared their own documents on nuclear fuel
shortages .and we might very well introduce these writings instead'of the articles already 'cited.

Finally, since, as you know, we are still in the process,
as new counsel, in this matter, of consulting with technical experts
and preparing our substanitive case, we'reserve the right 'to
supplement our responses to, all parts of Interrogatory No. 11 as
our case-develops.

In addition to your June interrogatories, you sent us a"Staff Follow-Up to Interrogatories Propounded to Scenic Shoreline"
dated August 25, 1976.. One of these interrogatories, No. 9, askedfor all evidence within our possession that indicates the possibilityof nuclear duel,.shortages for Diablo Canyon. We hereby respond tothis interrogatory by referring you to intervenors'nswer to your
motion for summary disposition of the environmental 'issues and by
noting that the articles cited in point I of that answer constitute
the evidence in our 'possession that indicates the possibility of
nuclear fuel shortages at Diablo Canyon. We will expand upon this
response by the end of the month when our recently retained technical
consultant on'the thermal pollution issues inquired about in the
remainder of your August. 25 Interrogatory have had an opportunityto review the FES and ER and to survey the technical literature sothat we can respond to those interrogatories in a technically
meaningful fashion.

Yours sincerely,

James Geocaris
Attorney for Several Intervenors
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA S~ ~~ 4
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the, Matter of )

)'ACIFICGAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY )
) .

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, )
Units Nos. 1 ahd 2) )

Docket Nos. 50-275 O.L.
50-323 O.Lo

INTERVENORS 'NSWER TO NRC STAFF '
MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION OF CONTENTION 2Ag

'UCLEARFUEL SHORTAGES

INTRODUCTION

On Friday, September 10; intervenois received the
Staff's motion for summary disposition of several environmental

contentions, including Contention 2A regarding nuclear fuel
shortages. Intervenors requested'ddit9.onal time to answer

the Staf f ' motion regarding other contentions because of the
need for their expert consultants to evaluate complex technical
data regarding those issues.

But in regards to Contention 2A, intervenors 'are

able to answer at this time. The Staff ' affidavit in support
'of their motion 'to dismiss this contention by Norman Hinkle
raises facts that have been put in dispute by several technical
experts who have,.written papers on a potential nuclear fuel
shortage. Intervenors base their response to the Staff's. motion





for summary disposition on these technical papers.

I
THE TECHNICAL LITERATURE REVEALS

SEVERAL DISPUTED ISSUES OF
FACT BETWEEN THE STAFF'S AND

INTERVENORS'OSITIONS ON
NUCLEAR FUEL SHORTAGES

Contention 2A reads:

"Whether the NEPA cost-benefit analysis
,improperly assesses the benefits of the plant
by improper assumptions on:

"A. Nuclear fuel shortages."

The Staff'.s'inal Environmental Statement omits
entirely any mention of nuclear fuel shortages during the
projected 30 year life of the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant.

'uclear fuel shortages that occur during the life of the Diablo
plant will prevent the plant's operation and, therefore, reduce

the benefit of uninterrupted electrical power generation
the Staff foresees for the Diablo Canyon plant. Consequently,

I

nucleai fuel shortages affect the predicted cost-benefit balance
for the plant.

The Staff has given the nuclear fuel shortage issue
some attention in its motion for summary disposition. By an

affidavit of Norman Hinkle submitted in support of its motion,
the Commission Staff asserts that nuclear fuel shortages will





not occur during the expected life of the Diablo Canyon

nuclear generating station.
Intervenors'ounsel has reviewed the Hinkle

affidavit and determined that several important factual disputes

exist between the Staff and intervenors in regards to the

nuclear fuel shortage contention. These disputes encompass

fuel duty, available fuel resources, and the purchase

commitments after 1990. Xntervenors'osition in these factual

disputes is based upon information available in relevant

technical literature which the intervenors'ounsel has found

in their literature search. — An explanation of intervenors'/

Xntervenors'ounsel entered this case only last month and

have contacted experts on nuclear fuel shortages only this week.

These experts, Professor Michael Liebermann of the University of

California at Berkeley and James Harding of the California
Energy Commission, are both in Northern California.

Intervenors'ounsel

has mailed Hinkle's affidavit. to them. Counsel has

already discussed Hinkle's positions with them and found that
Liebermann disputes Hinkle's fuel resource estimates while Harding

disagrees with Hinkle's fuel duty estimate. If the Board wishes

to see.affidavits from these two experts before it passes on

this motion, intervenors may be able to„obtain them by the end

of the month; However,'intervenors believe that the technical
1

literature cited in this answer provides a factual basis for its
position sufficient to defeat this motion.





position on each of these factual disputes and citations to the

technical literature supporting intervenors'ontentions follow:
I y

Nuclear fuel duty is the amount of electricity a

nuclear reactor will produce from a given amount of nuclear fuel..
*'he important way in which fuel .duty affects the nuclear fuel

supply is clear. The less electricity nuclear plants can

generate from a given amount of fuel, the more nuclear fuel the
r

plants need to generate a specified amount of electricity. For

example, if fuel duty is only 15 million KWhrs per ton of
natural U308 instead of 30 million KWhrs, the plant will require
twice as much fuel to generate any given amount of electricity.

This fuel duty figure is crucial to the predictions
of no nuclear fuel shortage by 1990 made by the Staff's affiant
Hinkle. Hinkle estimates, without explanation< that the average

.fuel duty of nuclear plants in operation during 1976«1990 will
be "28 million KWhrs of electricity generated by commercial

light water reactors per ton pf natural U308 entering the fuel
cycle." (Hinkle Affidavit at p. 8.) Using this value for
fuel duty, Hinkle caIculates the U308 requirements appearing
at p. 9 of his affidavit. The figure of 1910 million tons of
U308 required by 1990 forms the basis for Hinkle's conclusion
that no nuclear fuel shortages will occur by 1990. Hinkle

'inds the-l.9 million consumption figure in line with total
known and probable fuel resemble figures, and therefore concludes





no nuclear fuel shortage will occur by 1990. (Hinkle Affidavit
at p. 19.)

But if the actual fuel. duty figure is considerably

lower than Hinkle'.s prediction of 28 million KWhrs per ton,
then, by Hinkle's own fuel reserve figures, a serious nuclear

fuel shortage will develop. For example, if the actual fuel
duty of operating plants is only 14 'million KWhrs per ton,

r

then nuclear fuel requirements will reach 2,820,000 tons or 1.12

million more tons than Hinkle claims are available from known

and probable reserves.

Several technical experts vigorously dispute Hinkle's
prediction of 28 million KWhrs per ton fuel duty. For example,

Morgan,Huntington, a 'mining engineer with the Department of
the Xnterior,'alculates a maximum possible fuel duty, even

under optimum operating 'conditions, of 22 million KWhrs per
ton. ~ Raphael G. Kazmann, a Professor of Civil Engineering2/

at Louisiana'tate University,. reports that fuel duty under

Huntington's findings are reported and reproduced in2/

Berger, Nuclear Power, Ramparts Press, Palo Alto,'California,
1976, Chapter 7.





actual operations has been 14 million KWhrs per,ton.—

Accordingly, a clear material factual dispute

exists between the Staff and intervenors over a determining

factor, fuel'uty, of nuclear fuel shortages. On this ground

alone, summary disposition of the nuclear fuel shortage

contention .is not proper.

B. Available Nuclear Fuel Resources

Hinkle also bases his claim regarding nuclear
fuel'hortages

on estimates of potential fuel resources recoverable

by 1990 from uranium deposits in the United States. Essentially,
I

Hinkle takes ERDA r'eserve figures of nuclear fuel reserves and

predicts that the reserves ERDA classifies both as known

reserves and as probable reserves will be recoverable for reactor

use by 1990. He then takes this figure of 1.7 million in
available resources and compares it to his 1.91 million figure

I

I

The data and calculations on which Kazmann bases his 143/

million Kwhr fuel duty figure appear in his article, "Do Ne

Have a Nuclear Option?", Mining Engineering, August, 1975,

pp. 35-37.

In addition, a technical expert who may testify for
intervenors in these hearings, James Harding of the California
Energy Commission, has informed intervenors'ounsel that he

, considers Hinkle's fuel. duty value to be a substantial
overestimate.





for nuclear fuel requirements by 1990 to conclude that no

serious nuclear, fuel shortage will occur by that date.

(Hinkle Affidavit, at p. 15.)

Several experts strongly disagree with Hinkle's

factual .assertior that all reserves ERDA classifies as both

known and probable will be recoverable by 1990. These experts

predict that at least half if not more of the probable reserves

will never materialize. They base their estimates on the.

extremely low discovery rate of new, proven (i.e., known)

uranium reserves since the early 1960 s.—4/

If the'experts supporting intervenors'osition are

factually correct, then Hinkle's conclusions regarding nuclear

fuel shortages cannot stand. For. example, if half'he probable
/

reserves Hinkle predicts will be available by 1990 are not, in
fact., available, serious nuclear fuel shortages will occur well

before 1990. In light of the dispute between the Staff and

Hayes, Nuclear Power; The Fifth Horseman, Worldwat'ch4/

Institute, Washington, D.C., 1976,at p. 27. (Hayes is the

former diiector of th'e Illinois State Energy Office), Huntington

as reported 1n Berger, ~su ra, note 1, and Kasman, ~su ra, note 2.

In addition, a technical expert we have consulted and who may

testify for intervenors in these hearings, Professor Michael

Liebermann of the University of California at Berkeley, informed

,us that research on nuclear fuel supply he has don'e demonstrates

the ERDA uranium reserve figures overestimate reserves by a

factor of 2.





intervenors over, this material fact that could significantly
affect the nuclear fuel supply, the Board should reject the
Staff's Motion for Summary Disposition of Contention 2A.

C. Purchase Commitments After 1990

Curiously, Hinkle's analysis of potential
nuclear fuel shortages does not extend beyond 1990, while the
expected life of the Diablo Canyon plant for which the Staff
predicts the benefit of electrical generation uninterrupted by

nuclear fuel shortages extends 30 years to 2007. Thus, Hinkle
completely ignores'the possibility of nuclear fuel .shortages

for more than half of the reactor's life.
Hinkle explains this astounding omission in the

following way:

.by 1990 it is probable that PG & E will
have made purchase commitments for most of the

regainder of the plant lifetime. Thus, uranium

availability for Diablo Canyon is not expected

to be influenced by uranium demand for reactors
going into operation beyond about 1990."

V

(Hinkle Affidavit at p. 10.)

Essentially, then, Hinkle asserts as fact that PGSE's purchase

commitments or supply contracts for uranium made in 1990 will
assure the Diablo plants of fuel through the last 17 years of
its life.





Hinkle's bold assertion is subject to factual dispute

on at least. two grounds. First, Hinkle'.s own'figures show

that there simply may not be any nuclear fuel available at

all by 1990. Second, even if there is some nuclear fuel

available in the 1990's and 2000's, PGSE's suppliers may break

supply contracts with the utility if fuel price rises above

those in the contracts.

Hinkle predicts that total Ug08 fuel requirements
I

for American reactors will amount to 4.5 million tons by the

year 2000. -(Hinkie affidavit, p. 9.) In contrast, he predicts

that the total'.S. nuclear fuel reserves, known, probable, .

possible and speculative, amount to only 3.7 million tons at

$ 30.00 per ton.. Therefore, his own figures indicate that@

without a significant 'price rise after 1990, no nuclear fuel
will be available at all for any utilities by 2000.

But significant price rises after 1990 could also

defeat Hinkle's predictions of no nuclear fuel shortages for
Diablo Canyon in the latter part of its life. PG&E may have

supply contracts in 1990 for Diablo fuel in 2000, but that
- fact hardly. insures the delivery of fuel. One major nuclear

.supplier,, Westinghouse Corporation, has already defaulted on

fuel supply contracts to several utilities because nuclear fuel
prices rose well above the delivery prices in the contracts.+

s/ Ener .Finance Week, September 10, 1975.





Indeect, supply contracts in many industries often are broken due

to price incieases. PGaE's 1990 fuel supply contracts easily
P

could be abrogated over the ensuring 17 years due to price
increases in uranium fuel as uranium becomes more scarce and

more di.fficult to mine. As a result, the Di.ablo Canyon

reactors w'ould be'without a fuel supply. for much of the latter
, part'of their operating lives.

Clearly, then, a material di.spute exists between

intervenors.and the Staff over the Staff expert's unsupported,
I

factual asserti.on that-the applicant's 1990 purchase commitments
'I I

will ensure the Diablo plants fuel supply for 17 more years.

In light of this material factual controversy encompassing more

'han half the, plant'.s expected life, the Staff's motion for
summary disposi.tion should be denied.

'

WITH THEIR INSTANT ANSWER,
INTERVENORS HAVE DEMONSTRATED THE EXISTENCE OF

. GENUINE PACT ISSUES. THEREFORE, THE
STAFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION OF THE

NUCLEAR FUEL SHORTAGE CONTENTION SHOULD BE DENIED

The Commi.ssi.on Staff, in i.ts Motion for Summaiy
h

Disposition,-correctly states the applicable law. Summary

:disposi.ti.on under 10 C.F.R. 52.749, like summary judgment in
. the federal. courts, is justified only if no genuine issue of

fact exists;.'NRC Staff Motion for Summar . Di.s sition at'. 4.)

«10«





The Staff then argues that no issues of fact exist because

various answers to interrogatories filed by intervenors in
July and August contain nothing beyond barebones factual asser-

tions and no indication of what expert wi'cnesses intervenors

will call to support their claim. In contrast to the Staff's
assertions, point I of this answer demonstrates that several

important issues of fact exist between the intervenors and.the

Stiff in regard to the nuclear fuel shortage contention.

In light of the history of these regulatory proceedingsg

the Staff's assertion that intervenors'nswers to interrogatories
of July and August indicate that the intervenors will have no

factual basis for their claims in October is truly astounding.

The Staff's counsel is fully aware that the intervenors retained

counsel with the financial capability to obtain expert consul-

tants just over one month ago and that, before their retention
of counsel, the citizen intervenors, proceeding essentially in
~ro per, lacked the resources to bring responsible scientific
opinion and,evidence to the attention of this Board. The Staff's
motion for summary dispqsition seems to be an attempt to
railroad important environmental contentions out of these

proceedings, depriving intervenors'ew counsel of a crucial
month of time to contact technical experts and to allow those

experts to review voluminous technical data by forcing summary.

'isposition of these issues in"mid-September rather than

allowing them to proceed to hearing in mid-October.





The Staff's use of old intervenor responses to

interrogatories to support its motion to dismiss the nuclear

fuel contention is especially misleading. The Staff refers in
its motion to a response by intervenor Scenic Shoreline dated

August 19, 1976. This response was formulated only two weeks

after intervenors retained counsel, and before intervenors

could contact any experts on the nuclear fuel shortage issue.

The Staff in its motion paraphrased this response as follows:
"Scenic Shoreline stated that it had not yet determined the

exact basis and evidence, including documentary evidence, for
this contention" nor the witnesses it, would call in support of
the contention at the hearing." (Staff motion at p. 21)

Actually, the full r'esponse read:

"Res onse to Znterro ator No. 11

"11.A., 11.B. and 11.D.„ We have not yet
determined the exact basis 'and evidence, including
documentary evidence, for this contention. However,

we can state now that we will rely generally upon

some of the numerous recent published reports

predicting a general shortage of nuclear fuel for all
nuclear plants well within the expected 40-year life
of the Diablo Canyon plant. We reserve the right to
supplement this interrogatory with any additional
relevant information as we discover it.

"11.C. We have not yet determined which witnesses

we will call in support of this contention."

-12-





The intervenors have, by this motion, supplemented
6/

the response to Interrogatory ll to a considerable degree.

They have cited several articles which provide a factual basis

for disputing several factual assertions of the Staff's expert

Hinkle regarding the likelihood of a nuclear fuel shortage

significantly affecting operations of the"Diablo Canyon

nuclear plant. In addition, intervenors may have two expert

witnesses on the nuclear fuel shortage issue, Professor

Micpael Liebermann of Berkeley and James Harding of the

California Energy Commission

6/ By an accompanying'letter to Mr. Dow Davis, Scenic Shoreline

formally incoiporates this motion as a supplement to the response

to Interrogatory No. 11 of Scenic Shoreline Response to NRC Staff
Interrogatories Propounded June 21, 1976.

-13»





.Clearly, then, the Staff's suggestion that the Board
I

should look to the, state of intervenors'ase one month ago to

decide. this motion for summary disposition cannot stand. Xnstead,

intervenors, by their instant answer to the Staff's motion, have

demonstrated that several genuine issues of fact regarding the

nuclear fuel shortage contention now exist between themselves

and the'Staff. Consequently, the'standard for summary disposi-
I

tion under 10 C.F.R. 52.749 has not been met as to the nuclear

fuel shortage contention and the Staff's motion for summary

disposition should be denied;

DATED: September 15, 1976 Respectfully submitted,

BRENT N ~ RUSHFORTH
JAMES GEOCARZS
Center for Law in the Public Interest
10203 Santa Monica Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90067
(213) 879-5588

James Geocaris

Attorneys for Zntervenors
~

Scenic Shoreline Preservation
Conference

San Luis Obispo Mothers for'eace
Sandra Silver
Gordon Silver
Ecology Action Club
John J. Forster
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INTERVENORSe STATEMFNT OF GENUINE ISSUES OF
FACT RELEVANT TO ENVIRONMENTAL CONTENTION 2A.

Intervenors have the following factual disputes with

the Staff over the Staff's factual assertions regarding nuclear

fuel shortages:

1. The Staff's estimate of nuclear fuel duty.

2. The Staff's estimate of av'ailable nuclear fuel
in 1990.,

3. The Staff's assertion that the applicant's 'purchase

commitments as of 1990 will prevent nuclear fuel shortages from

affecting the Diablo Canyon plants after 1990.

The intervenors'echnical consultants on nuclear

fuel shortages have not had an opportunity to review the

affidavit of Norman Hinkle in support of the Staff's position
on Contention 2A. Consequently, intervenors 'would like to

reserve the right to supplement the list of factual disputes

relevant to this contention when their technical review of the

Hinkle affidavit is complete.
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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES ZN

SUPPORT OF PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION

OF'ASLB S ORDER OF SEPTEMBER 1, 1976

INTRODUCTION

This petition asks the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

(ASLB) to. reconsider its narrowing and deleting of certain of the
issues which will be considered in the environmental hearings.
Intervenors respectfully submit that the ASLB's deletion of Contention
2B on the assumption that it only concerns seismic events is an

erroneous assumption, and that its narrowing of Contention, 4B to
cover only the effect of the Diablo reactors on the nuclear plants
currently in operation or under construction ignores "meaningful

information" which is indeed available as to the number of nuclear
reactors planned for the state.

ASPECTS OF THE PLANT CAPACITY ISSUEa CONTENTION 2B, NOT

RELATED TO SEISMICITY SHOULD BE CONSIDERED BY THE BOARD'AT THE

ENVIRONMENTAL HEARINGS~





0
In its order of September 1, 1976, the Board eliminated,

without explanation, the plant capacity. contention 2B which was not

controverted, and indeed which had been stipulated to by all
2

parties. Intervenors respectfully request that aspects of this
t'ontentionwhich are not related to seismicity be considered by the

Board at, the forthcoming environmental hearings.

We respectfully submit that the Board may.have rejected

this plant capacity contention because of the Board's misconception

that the contention is based solely upon seismic causes. Xntervenors

do ground their Contention 2B in part on seismicity. An earthquake

could cause the Diablo Canyon 'plant to close for lengthy inspections
R

and repairs of more than a year. During this time, of course, plant
gl

capacity would be reduced to zero. But intervenors also base this
contention on their view that the Staff in its Final Environmental

Statement has seriously over estimated the likely operating capacity

factor of the Diablo Canyon nuclear generating plant under normal,

non-earthquake conditions.

Plant capacity factor, an important index of a reactor

usefulness, is found by dividing the number of kilowatt-hours of

1/ The Board, by its order of September 1, 1976, deferred consideration
of all environmental issues relating to seismicity until a later
time. We assume','then, that the aspects of the plant capacity
issue which relate to seismicity have been deferred with the other
seismic-related issues and that intervenors will have'n
opportunity to .have an environmental hearing on the plant
capacity and other seismic-,related issues at a later time but
before the Board's initial licensing decision.
\





electricity actually produced during a period of time by the number

of kilowatt-hours that the plant would have produced during the

same period of time if the plant had operated full.-time at total
capacity. Plant capacity factor, then, measures the benefit of actual

power generation from a nuclear plant in relation to the theoretical
capacity 'for generation of power from the plant. In the Final

Environmental Statement, the Staff estimated that the Diablo Canyon

nuclear plant would operate at 80% of its capacity throughout most

of its life. (FES at p. 13-8)

Intervenors strongly dispute the Staff's optimistic
estimates of Diablo'anyon plant capacity factor, even .if the plant
should operate under normal conditions without any earthquake or
other natural disaster throughout its operating life. Intervenors

have already cited in a previous submission in these proceedings two

articles from the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists which indicate that
the plant capacity factor for large reactors like those at Diablo

„

Canyon may range. below 508 under normal conditions, without earth-
2/

quakes or other Acts. of God. Several non-seismic causes Xor lowered

plant capacity exist, including scheduled downtime for fueling and

forced non-scheduled outages to correct. problems with fuel, ECCS

and other plant systems.
l

Intervenors plan to offer testimony from two expert witnesses

regarding non-sei'mic causes of swered plant capacity factor.

Q2 Cited at p. 5 of Intervenors'pposition to P.G. & E. 's Motion
to Strike Cost-Benefit and Radiological Contentions are
Comey, "Will Idle Capacity KillNuclear Power?" Bulletin of
Atomic Scientists November, 1974 and "On Cooking Curves
Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, October, 1975.





I
Mr. Dale Bridenbaugh, a mechanical engineer experiericed in nuclear

f

power plant operations, will ident'ify various problems that reduce
r

plant capacity factor during normal operations. Dr. Charles Kamanoff,

or his colleague Steven Hoody, energy economists who have studied

nuclear plant operations, will present predict'ons of Diablo's plant
capacity factor which are based upon historical operating experience

3/
of existing nuclear" generating plants.

In sum, intervenors'lant capacity contention contains

important non-seismic aspects which should be considered in the

environmental hearings encompassing all NEPA issues not related to
seismicity. The EIS estimates that plant capacity factor will be

80% under normal operating conditions, while the intervenors contend

that this "factor, and therefore the benefit of power generation from

the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant will be significantly lower.

3/ The NRC Staff's position on the plant capacity factor contention
also, encompasses non-seismic aspects. An affidavit of their
expert on'his issue, Mr. Norman Hinkle, which accompanied the
NRC Staff's Motion for Summary Disposition dated September,7, 1976
contains considerable information on plant operations under normal
non-seismic conditions (see Hinkle affidavit, pp. 18-21).
examination of the Hinkle affidavit and the Bulletin of Atomic
Scientists articles cited at note 2 will prove e t e Board

, we% some idea of the evidence relevant to the non-seismic
aspects of this plant capacity contention.





If the Staff's prediction of 80% plant capacity factor and, therefore,
the benefit of electric power generation from the Diablo plant is
unieasonably high, then its cost-benefit balance is invalid under

I

NEPA. (see, e.g., Mont ome v. Hill 364 F. Supp. 517 (N.D. Ala. 1973)

where the court invalidated an Army Corps of Engineers environmental

statement because the document over estimated. the benefits of a

proposed dam) ~ Consequently, the plant capacity contention is a

valid non-seismic contention which must be, considered pursuant to
NEPA and 10 C.F.R. Part 51.

IX

EVIDENCE SHOULD BE RECEIVED AT THE ENVIRONMENTAL HEARINGS

REGARDING THE EFFECT OF THE DIABLO CANYON REACTORS ON THE NUMBER OF

NUCLEAR REACTORS PLANNED FOR CALIFORNIA.

.In its:.September 1, 1976 Order, the ASLB narrowed the
h

scope of Controverted Contention 48 to whether the FES has inadequately

considered the effect of the Diablo Canyon reactors on the number of
nuclear reactors under construction or currently in operation in

a

California, rather than the effect that the Diablo Canyon reactors
Iwill have on the, total nuclear power picture planned for the State.

In so ordering, the ASLB stated that to consider the impact of the

Diablo Canyon reactors on the nuclear power picture as planhed for
the State was ="too vague and speculative to be litigated". Order at
4. Petitioner contends that (1) the nuclear power picture for
California in the future is sufficiently concrete so that consideration

of the Diablo reactors'ffect on the nuclear reactors planned for
the State should be. at issue in assessing the adequacy of the applicant's
FES and amendments, and that (2) to ignore the effect of the Diablo





reactors on the total nuclear ener'gy picture as planned for California
II

violates the thrust of case law which has interpreted 'the National

Environmental Policy Act. (NEPA) .

(1) Concreteness. Litigation ovex the effect of the Diablo

reactoxs on the total nuclear energy picture as forecast is not

speculative if there is more than a possibility that other reactors

will be built. Xn addition to those reactors currently in operation

or under construction (Humboldt, Rancho Seco 1, San Onofre 1, 2, and

3)< there are at least nine reactors which have advanced beyond the

speculative and tenuous "idea" stages. In California, planning for
nuclear energy begins at the state regulatory level, with both the

Public Utilities Commission and Energy Commission receiving information
I

as to plans to construct nuclear power plants. The PUC learns of
plans to apply for construction permits prior to the filing of a

Notice of Xntent with the Energy Commission through informal sources

and thxough contacts in the utility companies. Accordingly, employees

of the state regulatory agencies and a California Public Utilities
Commission (PUC) repoxt have revealed that the following reactors
'are comtemplated for California:

SITE

Rancho Seco, unit 2

Sun Desert, 2 units,
Blythe

PROPOSED XN-
SXZE SERVXCE DATE

1100 Megawatts (NN) Possibly 1983
4/

950 NW each Possibly. 1985

Vidal Junction, 2 units . 750 MH each

San Joaquin, 4. units 1300 MH each'ear .Bakers field

1987

1983 ox 1987

4/ Notice of Xntent to apply for constxuction permit filed with
the Energy Commission in July, 1976.
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Sources: conversations with James Harding, California

Energy Commission, Harry Strahl, Califoxnia PUC,

and Califoxnia PUC, "A Report on 10 year and 20

year forecasts of Electric Utilities Loads and
5/

Resources,'" December 26, 1974 '
According to the 20-year forecast published by the PUC in 1974, by

1993, the total nuclear ahergy picture in California, broken. down by

utili'ty companies, will be as follows:

Utility company 'responsible for
lant

Pacific Gas 8 Electric
So. Calif. Edison

size (m)
i

16,600

10,500

San Diego Gas & Electric
Los Angeles Dept. Water' Power

2c450

3,563

As is readily apparent from the above information, the

nuclear power picture in California is far from vague and speculative.

It is sufficiently concrete to permit argument in the upcoming

environmental hearings regarding the effect of the Diablo projects

on the overall nuclear energy picture as currently planned for the

state.
It is also necessary to consider the effect of the applicant's

reactors on the total nuclear energy picture planned for California
because low level radiation dosage levels increase with the age of

a reactor. U.S.N.R.C. Occupational Radiation Exposure at Light Water

5/ A copy of the PUC report relied on herein will be furnished to
any of the paities upon,, request.





Cooled Power Reactors 1969-1974, Radiation Protection Section,

Radiological Assessment Branch, Office of Nuclear Regulation,
I

NUREG-75/032, June, 1975. This is due to a buildup of radioactivities
in the reactor's structures, and releases of radiation occurring as

the reactor is routinely and/or specially maintenanced and refuled.

All of this results in the delivery of higher doses of low-level
II

radiation than were delivered during the first years of operation.
1

Gofman, John H., "Radiation Doses and Effects in a Nuclear Power
S

Economy: Myths v. Realities", April 1976, CRN Report. 1976-2, p.5.

As Interveriors Mothers for Peace stated in response to a

recent interrogatoryi
\

"There has been no clear statement as to the

total number of reactors that are anticipated for
the State of California. As each new reactor comes

on line, it adds i,ts increment to the total-'amount

of effluents, releases, and discharges. There is
nothing in the documents of this docket that indicates

ihe exi.stence of upper limits on effluents established

to ensure the health and safety of,the public. Cer-

tainly a threshold theory of radiation damage, which

we understand the NRC to sponsor, recognizes 'upper

limits' (See Hiroshima and Nagasaki data.)"
Response 1B of San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace

to Interrogatories Propounded by NRC Staff Dated, June 21,

1976, July 20, 1976

'8-





The necessity of knowing the cumulative effect of past,

present and future low level radiation dosages obviously should

contribute to the decision about whether a particular reactor

should be allowed to operate at all. Moreover, it is necessary

to evaluate both present and future low level radiation doses

contemplated because it is feasible that radiation dosages from one
I

plant could combine with dosages from other plants. The combined

effect of the Diablo plant and the proposed San Joaquin plants

should be evaluated in the FES which is currently under consideration.

An FBS which fails to consider feasible combined effects might indeed
4

be inadequate, and the failure to litigate this issue in the

scheduled hearings would risk omitting responsible scientific
information which might reveal possible significant environmental

I
Iinjury.

(2) Com liance with NEPA. Cases under NEPA and under the
NRC's implementing regulations (10 CRF parts 50 and 51) have specifi-
cally noted that when information is available regarding long range

envir'onmental changes,'he environmental effect of each proposed





increment must take into account the long-range effects. Thus, an

environmental impact statement. which failed to evalutate the effect
of an applicant's nuclear reactor on the total nuclear energy picture
contemplated for California might be found inadequate under NEPA.

Zn NRDC v. NRC, F.2d - (D. C Cir. F July 21, 1976) F a

case in which the Appeals Court ruled that NEPA encompasses the
potential environmental impacts of wastes generated by the

operations'f

a nuclear power station in Vermont, the court held that where

"!meaningful information'oncerning the effects of waste reprocessing
and disposal technology is presently available," Slip op. at p. 9,
the NRC could not. ignore the potential effects of such waste on the
environment in, deciding whether to license a station. The court said:

"NEPA's requirement for forecasting environmental

consequences far into the future implies the need

for predictions based on existing technology and

those developments which can be extrapl6ated.from
it." Slip op. at 10.

Similarly, where the Commission has before it "meaningful information"
on the number of nuclear plants or reactors realistically planned

for* the State of California, it cannot ignore the incremental effect
that the licensing of applicant's plant will have on the planned

overall nuclear power picture in California. The NRDC case is a

clear mandate to agencies responsible for preparing environmental

impact statements that the full disclosure policy behind NEPA requires
an evaluation of the proposed project in light of future projects.

The requirement that an EIS evaluate the proposed project
in light of future plans rests on sound NEPA precedent. In

-10-





Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Co. v. Ca~llawa, 382 F. Supp.

610 (D.'C.D.C. 1974), the court held that an EIS for a lock and dam

on the uppei Mississippi was inadequate, because it failed.to
evaluate the impact the dam would have on possible future systematic

changes in the upper K.ssissippi area. It is worth citing a significant
portion of the court's reasoning in enjoining the project, since

the issue is almost identical in the present matter:

"fNEPA] requires that agencies of the federal

government consider the impact of an overall program
[]

and not )ust isolated aspects of facilities. A

restricted impact analysis is prohibited because it
'would frustrate the vitality of NEPA by allowing

piecemeal decisions. 'f] . Thus,'n agency may not

, engage in segmentation, i.e. 'an appraisal of each
. []

tree to one of the forest. '
~ .. The intent of

Congress was to have NEPA effect the earliest deliber-
E]

=ations of proposed actions. Therefore', even though

future action has not been finalized, if it is envisioned

then the agency must consider the impact of subsequent

actions in furtherance of the program." 382 F. Supp.

at 600-621

'lthoughthe Diablo reactors are not part of a total program

of nuclear power proposed by the applicant, the "program" of nuclear

energy for the state is something that should be considered in the

final EIS. And, the mere expectation of future improvements or changes

in the environment are enough to trigger the requirement that the

proposed project consider those changes. 'he court in Atchison said:





"Although it is conceivable that no further improve-
ments of the Upper Mississippi River system may occur,
the fact that improvements are expected requires a

present evaluation of their future impact.'" '382 F.

Supp. at. 622.

See also, Scientists'nst. for Pub. Info., Inc. v. Atomic Ener

'ommission, 481 F. 2d 1079 (D.C. Cir. 1973) ~

Another compelling reason exists why ev'idence should be

received on the inadequacy of the PES as to the number of nuclear
C'eactors planned for California. The Interior Department indicated

in its comments to the FES that
"The environmental impacts of this plant when combined

with other thermal-electric plants on the California
coast does not appear to have been properly considered.

We think that the final environmental statement should
discuss the contribution of environmental effects
from the proposed plant in coastal waters from all
existing and proposed power plants." (Emphasis

added.) Department of Interior letter to Daniel

Muller, FES p. A14-23.

No reaction to this comment is contained either in the FES or in
the Addendum to the PES of May 1976. Intervenors contend that the
failure to consider the Interior Department's comments renders the
present FES inadequate, and that evidence should be received on the
Contention 4B as originally proposed.

Whether a licensing agency has considered other gpvernment

agencies'eactions to actions affecting the environment can be an





important factor in determining the sufficiency of the FES and the

validity of the licensing agency's decision. In Porter Count Cha ter

of the Izaak Walton Lea ue of America, Inc. v. Atomic Ener

Commission, 5 ELR 20274 (7th Cir. April 1, 1975), the Court of

. Appeals stayed a construction permit for a nuclear reactor on the

grounds that, inter alia, the AEC failed to take into account Department

of the Interior comments in response to the AEC's draft environmental

statement which recommended that the construction permit be denied

as not being in the best interests of the public. Although the

Department of the Interior had jurisdiction over the land immediately

adjacent to the prop'osed site in Porter County, which is not the

situation here, the case is still good authority for the proposition

that agency reaction to a proposed site must 'be considered, both in

preparing an acceptable FES and in ultimately,deciding whether the

.action should be approved.

CONCLUSION

Because Contention 2B encompasses issues, broader than

seismicity, and because. case law and the thxust of NEPA requires an

evaluation of the proposed project in light of future projects, we

respectfully urge the Board to reconsider its Order of September 1,

1976; in which Contention 2B was deleted and Contention 4B substantially

narrowed in preparation fox the upcoming envixonmental hearings.





DATED: September 15, 1976 Respectfully submitted,

BRENT N RUSHFORTH ~

JAMES GEOCARIS
Center for Law in the Public'Interest
10203 Santa Monica Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90067
(213) 879-5588

Bys
J es Geocari

ttorneys for Intervenors
Scenic Shoreline Preservation

Conference
San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace
Sandra Silver
Gordon Silver
Ecology Action Club
John J. Forster
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INTERVENORS 'ETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION

OF ASLB ORDER OF SEPTEMBER 1, 1976

On September 7, 1976, Intervenor Sandra Silver communicated

the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board's (ASLB) order of September '1,

1976 .to the Center for Law'n the Public Interest (CLPI), counsel

for the Intervenors. Said order outlined the contentions upon=which

evidence will be received=at the environmental hearings currently

scheduled for October 13, 1976.

Specifically, inter alia, the order deleted from consideration
, 1/

Contention 2;B., which had been previously stipulated to by the

parties, and Controverted Contention 4.B. to the list of contentions

to be considered, modi,fying it from "Number of nuclear reactors
4

planned for the state" to "number of nuclear reactors under construction~li e !. '.e 1." t 1 !.

1/ Whether the NEPA cost benefit analysis improperly assesses the
benefits to the plant by improper assumptions on:

B~ Plant malfunctions, breakdowns, downtime, or reduced
'perational efficiency causing a low reliability factor.





Pursuant to 10 CFR 92.771, Intervenors respectfully
petition the ASLB to reconsider its deletion of Contention 2B and

l

its modification of Controverted Contention 4B. Intervenors

respectfully ask that non-seismic aspects of Contention 2B be

re-adopted for consideration at the hearings as stipulated, and

that Controverted Contention 4B be adopted by the ASLB as originally
proposed.

A Memoiandum of Points and Aut'horities in support of
this petition follows.

DATED September 15, 1976 Respectfully submitted,

BRENT N RUSHFORTH
JAMES GEOCARXS

'enterfor Law in the Public Interest
10203 Santa Monica Boulevard
Lop Angeles, California 90067
(213) 879-5588

By
James Geocarx

Attorneys fo'r Intervenors
Scenic Shoreline Preservation

Conference
San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace
Sandra Silver
Gordon Silver
Ecology Action Club
John J. Forster
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IFICATE OF SERVICE BY MAIL„

The foregoing documents.ZNTERVENORS'ETITION FO

RECONSIDERATION OF ASLB ORDER OF SEPTEMBER 1, 1976 and MEMORANDUM OF

POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF

ASLB'S ORDER OF SEPTEMBER lq 1976~ INTERVENORS'NSWER TO NRC STAFF'S

MOTION FOR SUMMARY''DISPOSITION OF CONTENTXON 2A~ NUCLEAR FUEL SHORTAGES f

LETTER SUPPLEMENTING SCENXC SHORELINE'S RESPONSE TO STAFF INTER-

ROGATORIES PROPOUNDED JUNE 2 1 p 1976 ~ ZNTERVENORS REQUEST FOR EXTENSION

OF TIME XN WHICH TO RESPOND TO NRC STAFF MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSXTION

OF CONTENTIONS 1 AND.4 has been served today, September 15, 1976, by.

deposit in the United States mail, properly stamped and addressed:

Mrs. Elizabeth E. Apfelberg
1415 Cazadero
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

James R. Tourtellotte,= Esq.
Office of Executive Legal

Director
'ETH 042
U;S..Nuclear Regulatory Comm'n.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Elizabeth S.'Bowers, Esq.
Chairman
Atomic Safety & Licensing

Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm'n.
Landow Building '» Room 1209
Washington, D.C. 20555

Mr. Glenn O. Brigth
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear. Regulatory Comm'n.
Landow Building — Room 1209
Washington, D.C., 20555

Mr. William P. Cornwell
P.O. Box

453'orroBay, CA 93442

Mr. Frederick Eissler
Scenic Shoreline Preservation

Conference, Xnc.
4623'More Mesa Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93110

Mr. John J. Forster
c/o Mr. Gordon Silver
5055 Radford Avenue
North Hollywood, CA 91607

Director
Division.of Reactor Licensing
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm'n.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Nathaniel H. Goodrich, Esq.
Chairman
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board"

Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm'n.
Landow Building - Room 1209
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dr. William E. Martin
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board
Senior Ecologist
Battelle Memorial Institute i
Columbus, Qhio 43201

Alan S. Rosenthal, Esq.
Chairman
Atomic Safety & Licensing Appeal

Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm'n.
Landow Building — Room 1209
Washington, D.C. 20555.
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Andrew Skaff, Esq.
Counsel, Public Utilities

Commission 'o'f the State
of California

5066 State Building
San Francisco, CA 94102

Paul C. Valentine, Esq.
400 Charming Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94302

Secxetary
U.S. Nuclear'egulatory Comm'n.
Washington, D.C.'0555
Attn: Docketing and Service

Section

Mrs. Sandra A. Silver
5055 Radford Avenue
North. Hollywood, CA 91607

Yale Z. Jones, Esq.
100 Van Ness Avenue - 19th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102

John C. Morrissey
Phillip A. Crane, Jr.
Bruce R, Worthington
Pacific Gas a Electxic Company
77 Beale Street
San Francisco, CA 94106

Ms. Raye Fleming
1746 Chorro Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

'September 15, l976 g7~ ~
own M. Wailer
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